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Our businesses each play a unique role in contributing
to our mission and vision and driving sustainable value creation

Manufacturing Intelligence

Converging design and engineering, production 
and metrology solutions to enable smart factories 
for digital transformation.

Autonomy & Positioning

Pioneering end-to-end solutions for assured 
positioning and correction for land, sea and air.

Asset Lifecycle Intelligence

Transforming unorganised information into smart 
digital assets to visualise, build and manage 
structures and facilities.

Xalt Solutions

Accelerating digital transformation by solving 
workplace challenges with the industry’s most 
agile framework.

Agriculture

Enabling better planning, efficient execution, 
precise machine controls and automated 
workflows with advanced technologies.

Mining

Solving the toughest surface and underground 
challenges with proven technologies for 
planning, operations and safety.

Safety & Infrastructure

Improving the performance, efficiency and 
resilience of vital services with software 
solutions for smart and safe cities. 

Geospatial

Delivering 5D smart digital worlds with location 
intelligence that conveys what was, is, could be, 
should be and will be.

Geosystems

Creating smart digital realities from different 
views with powerful technologies that capture, 
measure and visualise data.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each of our businesses has a unique role to play in contributing to our mission and vision.
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Surveying Building Geospatial ContentMiningHeavy Construction

Hexagon’s Geosystems division    

Helps surveyors be more efficient 
and provides innovate workflows 
to meet client's needs with fewer 

resources.

Creates value for the building 
industry by delivering a portfolio 
of information, collaboration and 

visualisation technologies.

Creates safer, more productive 
mines by delivering integrated life-

of-mine solutions that optimise
design, planning and operations.

Provides access to innovative 
airborne sensing technology and

high-quality geospatial data to 
various industries.

Helps contractors win, execute 
and complete more work on 

time, on budget and on 
specification.
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The largest library of high-resolution aerial 
imagery, elevation data, 3D models and 
analytics across North America and Europe. 

The aerial data is orthorectified, accurate and 
available at multiple resolutions.

Seattle, Washington, US
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10 years of continuous data collection

2022

9 states refreshed 
in the U.S.

Commitment to 
15 cm statewide 
collection.

Start of Metro HD 
city program 
acquisition in the 
U.S.

2023

13 states to be 
refreshed in the 
U.S. at 15 cm 
resolution.

2014

Start of U.S. data 
program at 30 cm 
resolution.

11 states captured 
in the first season 
including Texas 
and California.

Start of European 
data program at 
30 cm resolution.

Captured Italy, 
Portugal, Denmark 
and most of Spain.

20 new U.S. states 
captured.

2015

Start of U.S. urban 
program at 15 cm 
resolution. 

Includes all U.S. 
cities above 50k 
population, making 
this the largest 
urban data 
acquisition year to 
date at 225 cities.

31,112 km2 total 
area captured.

2016

First cycle of 
continental 
coverage in the 
U.S. completed 
with 20 states 
refreshed.

2017

30 cm resolution program

Start of U.S. data 
collection at 15 cm 
resolution. Third 
U.S. refresh cycle. 

2020

Completion of 
European 
coverage. 

2018

Our biggest year in 
history. Refreshed 
half the continental 
U.S. and a third of 
European coverage 
in one season.

5,123,779 km2 total 
area captured.

Availability of the 
data through GSA 
schedule.

2019

16th consecutive 
year of collection 
for NAIP, now at 
60 cm resolution.

15 cm resolution program

16 states refreshed 
in the U.S.

2021

Start of European 
city program at 5 
cm resolution.

Orthoimagery 
available on 
Hexagon’s Digital 
Reality

Metro HD city data 
available on 
Hexagon’s Digital 
Reality

Start of Metro HD 
city program 
acquisition in the 
U.S.

Content hosting 
migrated to AWS 
in North America 
and Europe

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2022 will mark our 9th acquisition season and we are busier than ever in the HxGN content ProgramSome highlights of note are:A full Migration of our data to the AWS platform which allows for faster and more reliable streaming data connectionsIn addition, we have split our streaming data access end points for our visualization and base mapping customers from our AI and ML users that tend to request data at much larger data volumesThis means less interruptions and faster access for all of our users across the platformWe also began our Metro HD Program which leverages our hybrid City Mapper 2 sensor. This program will focus on bringing concurrently collected high resolution nadir and oblique imagery plus lidar to select cities in the USFinally, in 2020, We began our 3rd refresh campaign of our complete US data coverageThis included complete delivery of the state of Texas at an impressive 6" GSD – since we have added 5 more states at 15 cm and will acquire 9 more in 2022
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United States coverage map

Puerto Rico & 
US Virgin Islands

Hawaii

100%
complete 

coverage of 
contiguous

United States 

1,150,677 mi²
planned collection

14
planned states

657,337 mi² 
updated data

10
updated states

2022 Refreshed Data

2023 Planned Collection

1,601,311 mi² 
total 15 cm resolution coverage

8,052,144 mi²
total 30 cm resolution coverage

2022 updated 15 cm coverage
2021 updated 15 cm coverage

2023 planned 15 cm coverage

2021 updated 30 cm coverage
2020 or earlier 30 cm coverage

2023 planned 30 cm coverage
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HxGN Content Program’s ecosystem

DATA

PARTNERS

32
authorized
resellers

5+
acquisition
partners

7
processing 
teams

FLEET

20-30
planes flown per year

PRODUCTION

19+ MILLION
square miles of data 

processed since 2014

CANADA
Calgary

USA
Atlanta INDIA

Bangalore
New Delhi

DENMARK
Copenhagen

POLAND
Bielsko-Biala

GERMANY
Berlin

>2 PB
raw data collected 

in 2022

1 BILLION
images streamed 

per month

2500+
CPU cores

100 GB
network 
speed

22 PB
working 
storage
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Serving various industries and applications

Insurance

Government

Automotive

Transportation

Environmental

Telecommunications

Public Safety

Utilities Exceptional consistency 
over large areas makes our 
data ideal for large-volume 
analytics, feature extraction 
and training machine 
learning algorithms.

We provide for applications 
such as urban planning, 
asset management, public 
safety, utility mapping, app 
development, and many 
more. 
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Current and emerging observations and response
Geospatial industry trends

Open data 
policies

Increase in 
productivity

Creative 
business models

Reducing 
environmental 

impact

Reduced budgets

Increasing 
measurement 

density

Larger project 
areas

Growing number 
of stakeholders

More frequent 
refresh rates
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Derive valuable insights with high-quality aerial data

Reliable refresh cycle

We capture data in the same season according to 
planned refresh schedules, allowing you to budget 
and prepare in advance.

Highly accurate & consistent

Our data is captured using high-performance 
sensors and processed using ground control and 
rigorous QA/QC routines that emphasize data 
accuracy and clarity.

Machine learning ready

Exceptional data consistency over large areas 
makes our data sets ideal for training machine 
learning algorithms.

Immediate data access

Deploy quickly with on-demand cloud streaming or 
pixel download. Multiple consumption models 
ensure smooth integration with existing workflows.

Comprehensive

As the world's largest aerial data provider, we offer a 
full stack of high-resolution 2D and 3D data sets to 
enable you to make well-informed decisions.

Flexible use terms

Flexible data use terms allow users to build derivative 
products, analytics, and value-added layers.
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Licensed 
off-the-shelf 

statewide 
aerial data

15 cm resolution statewide in the US

Leaf-on, 4-band orthoimagery of the United States & Western Europe

3-year refresh schedule

Variety of 2D and 3D aerial data products

Eliminate the need for IT and data storage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So what is the Content Program?As mentioned previously, Our off the shelf LICENSED ortho imagery data product is leaf-on, 4-band and covers the entirety of the United States and western EU at 15 cm resolution which is refreshed over a 3-year cycle.The baseline content program subscription allows direct and immediate access to the latest vintage of your state’s data either via a streaming connection or one time delivery of the hard pixel data. We also allow the identification and enrollment of organizations within the state or directly affiliated with the state to be included for access. 		States currently involved find this is a great way to ease the financial burden through the pooling of funding to support the baseline program or purchase options as part of content plus which we will discuss later Finally, we offer flexible licensing terms over one or three years in duration. 	The benefits to states with the 3 year term is the ability to spread the cost over multiple years while perhaps benefitting from the 3 year refresh cycle of the program to gain access to any updated imagery acquired during that 	window via your streaming access.I am sure some of you are asking yourself, what does a licensed data product mean exactly?Well, it means we take away the headaches associated with managing an airborne acquisition RFP as they would no longer be needed. And actually acquiring, processing and QC-ing the data as well as managing the data storage and deliveryAll of which come at a cost to your organization which also includes IT personnel, infrastructure and the know-how to optimize usage and troubleshoot any issues that may arise.  However, we do place some restrictions on the data’s usage.For example while the data can be shared within the state to registered constituents the data can not be posted for public consumption as a general rule. We do allow some state wide data to be posted at 2X the resolution of the data but this is generally handled in a case-by-case basis in our Content+ offering which we cover later.  in addition to delivery to the state and their constituents the data becomes part of the HxGN content program which is accessible to other organizations with a subscription. While this may seem counter-intuitive it allows your data to come to you at a much cheaper price In the end.HOWEVER……I believe that you will find that In the end, Our easy to access workflows, architecture and data library gives you back the time and freedom to do what is more important i.e. focusing on your user base and their applications - which is the most important piece of the puzzle. +++++++We also host and manage the data to all of your participants which limits the need to add costly hardware and software systems that are require to continually keep pace with data sets that are growing in size.Additional benefits of this product to our user community is that the rigors, expense (and sometimes headaches) associated with purchasing, designing and planning an aerial imagery acquisition is left to an organization with the years and experience to be successful.
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Data products and features

Ground Controlled Consistent Sensor 
Tech & Flight Plans

Photogrammetric 
Quality Standards

4-Band Data 
(RGBN)

Machine Learning 
Ready

Cloud Hosted (AWS)

• 15 cm (0.5 ft.) GSD wide area coverage 

• Available for streaming & download

• Ideal as a land base for GIS applications

• DSM and Stereo imagery available for 30 
cm and 15 cm GSD data

• Broad coverage of the US and Europe

• Ideal to extract 3D vector maps and clutter

Elevation Products & 
Stereo ImageryOrthophotos (4-band)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our mature workflows produce:the highest level of photogrammetric and radiometric quality While our efficiently planned acquisitions, over the course of a single season, mean highly consistent data that is ideal for base mapping and visualization and even the most advanced ML/AI applications. It is important to note that we as Leica-Hexagon control the entire workflow from building and integrating the sensors in our aircraft, planning data collection missions based on the most stringent acquisition specifications And finally processing the data with software designed to maximize the richness of the data sets. Our OTS products include:4 band multispectral data at a one-foot statewide and 6-inch urban GSDwe are hopeful that during our next refresh cycle most of the one-foot statewide coverages will transition to a 6-inch coverages.As always All of our image data can be purchased directly through our online store or streamed directly into a variety of GIS software and custom applications via WMS and WMTS protocols. Finally, I would like to point out that his is a licensed data product - what does that mean excatly?Well, it means we take away the headaches associated with managing an airborne acquisition RFP (as they would no longer be needed) acquiring, processing and QC-ing the data as well as managing the data storage and deliveryAll of which come at a cost to your organization which include IT personnel and infrastructure and the know-how to optimize usageOur Easy to access data allows you to focus on your user base and their applications - which is the most important piece of the puzzleWhile not a fully custom data acquisition we often find that our customers get just as good if not better data accuracies and resolutions than what they were previously using In addition to our imagery products, we also offer imagery derived elevation data or DSMs which have been growing in popularity by leaps and bounds recently. We offer Digital surface models at up to one-foot and 6-inch resolutions that can be delivered in point cloud and raster formatsAnd a 5 meter hybrid and automatically filtered DEM data set



Orthophotos (4-band)
• 30 cm and 15 cm GSD wide 

area coverage 

• Available for streaming & 
download

• Ideal as a land base for GIS 
applications

Elevation Products and 
Stereo Imagery

• DSM and Stereo imagery 
available for 30 and 15 cm GSD 
data

• Coast-to-coast coverage of the 
United States

• Ideal to extract 3D vector maps 
and clutter

Machine Readable Data
• Consistency and positional 

accuracy

• Great licensing terms

• Ideal training data set for 
automatic feature extraction and 
analytics

Standard 
data 
products
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Evolution of wide area and hybrid imaging 

Sensor Updates

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We continue to gain experience with the operation of new sensors as we prepare to launch an exciting new product that will have tremendous ramifications within the industry and with our content customers
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Leica ContentMapper
Hexagon Content Program

ADS100 20,000 pixels across swath

ContentMapper 40,000 pixels across swath

Leica ContentMapper
Collect data more quickly and 
efficiently without the sacrifice

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As discussed earlierThe Hexagon Content Program saw a change in acquisition paradigm in 2022 that will continue into 2023 and beyondThat is to a say a shift to a 6 inch pixel for all statewide refresh made possible by the Leica Geosystems Content Mapper – a 40,000 pixel cross track imaging systemThe innovative design allows for double the coverage at the current resolution or double the resolution at current flying heights.This means higher resolutions over wider areas (like we see in statewide programs) and increased flight efficiency especially during the leaf-off season (that can be tighter windows) allowing increased refresh rates and differing data sets that appeal to some of our Content+ customers++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++and expanding efficiencies for custom collects as part of the Content+ initiativeThis wasAs mentioned The Leica geosystems content mapper is one such advancement that allow sus to respond to the growing need of larger acquisition areas with higher resolutions and refreshThe Leica Geosystems ContentMapper provides increased flexibility in acquisition operationsThe innovative design allows for double the coverage at the current resolution or double the resolution at current flying heights.This means higher resolutions over wider areas, increased flight efficiency especially during the leaf-off season (that can be tighter windows) or increased refresh rates to satisfy your imaging needs.This will allow us to effectively transition from capturing state level data at 30 cm resolution to 15 cm resolutionThe CNM is currently in operation in many states and will continue to grow in usage over the current acquisition seasons
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Optimized for Efficiency and Resolution

C
on

te
nt

M
ap

pe
r

5.5 x 1.1 km swathFlight Altitude: 16,000 ft AGL 40,000 pixels across swath 15 cm GSD
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ContentMapper – 2D and 3D Statewide Data Refresh at 15 cm
Hexagon Content Program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows recently acquired 6 inch imagery from the Leica content mapper over Anaheim CaliforniaOn the left side of the image we can zoom in on the world of walt Disney	you can see the vibrant colors and intricate detail of the rides and grounds	In addition to the imagery we are currently processing DSM data at one-foot resolution which we will discuss in greater detail in the following slidesOn the right side we can explore the world of Shoehi Ohtani’s – more commonly referred to as the Angel Stadium of Anaheim	Again you will notice the nice color and details in the 2D ortho imagery	As well as the detailed 3D representation in the corresponding DSM data as wellAs mentioned previously we will circle back to the DSM data in later slides.
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Shift the image to counteract blur from flight motion
Leveraging Forward-Motion Compensation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Not a new concept (actually used in film cameras developed by Leica in the Wild RC20 in the '80s to allow improve collection efficiency!) – provides the ability to increase exposure time without adding blur to the image. It was a critical technical element added to the MFC150, due to various lighting conditions, hi res requirements.  The unique quality is that the MFC150 is the first and only medium format camera on the market with forward motion compensation.  The MFC150 In the images shown above the same scene was flown with the FMC on and off and you can clearly see how using Forward Motion Compensation dramatically improves the image quality. 
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Shift in Technology

Airborne Line Sensor

Forward View Strip

Nadir View Strip

Backward View Strip

High-Aspect Frame Sensor
ContentMapper

Photograph with Central  Perspective

Flight Line with Overlapping Photographs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What ContentMapper does is to utilize high-performance focal planes in array of three cameras to produce high-resolution images at high frame rates, yet in a high aspect ratio that provides an image quality similiar to the ADS100,  This format is ideal for mosaicking and generation of orthophotos, minimizing building lean in the flight direction.  The high frame rates achieved by ContentMapper allow the generation of image and DSM data products at lower cost than achievable previously. 
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Leaf-off imagery acquisition

Higher imagery resolution

Increased refresh cycle per AOI or statewide

Flexible buy-ups for additional geospatial data products

Leverage existing or new data specifications

Eliminate the need for IT and data storage

Content+ 
offering for state 

governments

Licensed data tailored 
to your needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If our licensed OTS data product is not your style or preference we offer the Content+ program that offers a more tailored data specification designed to better satisfy the specific needs of state and local governmentsThe content+ program includes all of what the baseline subscription has to offerBUT also includes potential access to a variety of options such as:High resolution focus areaswe have currently seen Texas and California take advantage of this through the purchase of their metropolitan areasDepending on the resolution of the statewide coverage we have traditionally seen these buys at 6 inches if the state is acquired at the one foot level or all the way down to two inches if higher resolution statewide coverage existsThe AOIs do not need to be based on metropolitan areas either but at a variety of geographic extents including counties or even council of governments regionsThere is also the ability to access a variety of collection options includingLeaf-off acquisitionsHigher resolution refreshHigher refresh cycles While the Content+ program does not lead to a full custom data acquisition we often find that our customers get just as good if not better data accuracies and resolutions than what they were previously using – with far less effort. And don’t we all need that?Finally there area a variety of value-add offerings including access to our DSM data and perhaps most importantly our Metro HD offering which provides nine high resolution data sets focused on metro areas – we will get into this more in the following slides but the Metro HD offerings include very high resolution imagery, lidar, elevation, oblique imagery, land use and other 3D products.++++++++++++++++++++++++++The delivery of high quality data without the price tag using our same efficient acquisition methods and volume-based methodologies for processing, archive and accessibilityDelivery on DemandWhen you sign up for Content+, current data for your state is immediately available through the Program. As new imagery is added, you get access to your spec collect and any additional program collects during the term.Multiple data delivery and consumption models ensure smooth integration with existing workflowsUsers can deploy the data quickly with OGC compliant WMS/WMTS cloud streaming and receive a hardcopy of any data we collect for the program.pricing conditions enable you to support large, diverse user groups. Flexible use terms, delivery vehicles and user administration tools allow you to extend services and pricing across the state – state organizations can work together to share the load whether it be due to a centralized access system or funding pool.
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Flexible imagery program that meets states needs
Content+ offering for state governments

Maintain or expand 
data characteristics 

of current state program

Public domain availability
 at 60 cm resolution

Accurate and comprehensive 
data products

Deliver to all state
stakeholders under 
flexible user terms

Deliver to stakeholders 
via convenient streaming 

services

Flexible payment options 
and cost savings

Build analytics to gain
insights on data

Build relationships 
and focus on delivering 

to state customers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Acquisition based on state and local needsHigh Quality without the price tag - Collecting over 1 million square miles of data annually, our efficient acquisition methods and Volume-based approach allows cost savings to be passed to customers Scaled data collection and access - Tailored data specification and pricing conditions enable you to support large, diverse user groups.  Flexible use terms, delivery vehicles and user administration tools allow you to extend services and pricing across the stateDelivery on Demand - Multiple data delivery and consumption models ensure smooth integration with existing workflows.  Deploy quickly with OGC compliant WMS/WMTS cloud streaming and receive a hardcopy of any data we collect for the program. Immediate Data Access - When you sign up for Content+, current data for your state is immediately available through the Program.  As new imagery is added, you get access to your spec collect and any additional program collects during the term. 
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HxGN Content Program’s U.S. state partners

Puerto
Rico Puerto Rico & US Virgin IslandsHawaii
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Idaho Status

2023 15 cm ortho image data available
March – April 2024

2021 30 cm ortho image data available now

15 - 50 cm DSM produced on-demand

15 – 30 cm Stereo images produced on-demand



3D city models are providing 
infrastructure intelligence in the 
race for network coverage

5G network 
implementation

5G networks require lots of small cells to 
be installed on city infrastructure like utility 
poles, lamp posts and buildings to ensure 
line of sight is maintained.

Large Network companies are using 3D 
data from the HxGN Content Program as 
base map for view shed analysis.  
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Utilities need authoritative base 
maps to derive true ground 

position for distribution assets

Vector map 
conflation

Several utilities use the HxGN Content 
Program as the authoritative base map to 
conflate distribution network vector maps 

to derive true ground position. 

The resulting base map/conflation data 
will serve as the base data for future GIS 

and asset management processes.



A German start-up is putting AI to 
work to extract parking information

Solving parking 
problems

A German startup has built a predictive 
parking solution to provide relevant, real 
time information that points you to 
available parking spots.

They use the HxGN Content Program so 
their AI algorithms can extract parking lot 
information in cities. 



State of North Dakota state water 
commission using 4-band 
orthophotos

Study wetlands 
and plant life

The State Water Commission entered into 
a three-year HxGN Content Program 
agreement, covering over 187,000 km2, to 
support a statewide wetlands and plant 
life study. Integral to the study is the false 
color infrared imagery allowing for precise 
vegetation analysis.

Both physical delivery of data and 
streaming services included.
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California Department of 
Transportation (CalTrans)

Managing 
transportation assets

The HxGN Content Program 
provides RGB/CIR orthoimage data 

to CalTrans covering the 80,000 km2 
of California’s highway, freeway, 

intercity rail lines and over 400 public 
use airports. 

The aerial data provided by Hexagon 
is used for various GI, engineering, 

asset monitoring and long-range 
planning activities.



HxGN Content Program @HxGNContent hxgncontentprogram

Thank You
Rob Eadie
Partner Manager
robert.eadie@hexagon.com 
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